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Raza Day attracts an enthusiastic crowd
Event focuses on
boosting pride within
the Latino community
By Adolfo Torres
Daily staff writer
More than 1,500 students were exposed to community leaders, informational workshops and entertainment Monday when they attended the ninth annual
Rata Day. organized by MEChA.
Students began to cheer, yell and
scream with approval as Jessie Sem, a
private attorney and community leader.
said "Soy orgullosa de ser Mexicana"
am proud to he a Mexican).
Serna. the keynote speaker, spoke
to students about her struggles and her
achievements. She mentioned the names
of community leaders such as Sofie Mendoza, political activist, who has promoted the importance of community organization.
Luis Hernandez, deputy police
chief, and Pete Carrillo, candidate for
city council for District 3. are currently
helping the Latino movement, Sema
said.
Her purpose was to promote education in all areas and to show how Hispanics can make things happen, if they
choose to do so. "If your heart is in the
right place. you will do a good job," she
said.
Every time Sema mentioned
"Rama," students would scream to approve they were part of the Raze comma
nity. "I consider to be part of the Raza.
said Serena Romero, a junior from North
Salinas High School.
Students identified not only with the
speaker, but with other students during
the presentations. The presenters spoke
in Spanish and had the same color of
skin, that made students indentify better,
said Carmelita Gutierrez. a senior in social science and a member of MEChA.
Cathy Morales, a sophomore from
Alameda high School. spoke about the
resistance she experienced in her school.
dress codes and other social activities,
and how she dealt with them.
According to Gutierrez, the students
could relate to Morales better because
she was a high school student. "1 think a
lot of people got a lot out of it." she
added.
About 1.000 students had confirmed
Friday that they would attend the event.
See RAZA, page 6

Marcia Lepler Daily stall photographer
Fiesta Folklorica, student dancers from Watsonville High
School. delight the audience with their foot -stomping ’want-

mance. Dressed in colorful native clothes. the group performed various Mexican (lances. See story on page 6.

Teacher inspiring kids to pursue education
I.isa Cuellar
Daily staff writer
’Be proud of who you
lie held up a $10 bill.
"I found this on the way over are . . . without
here . said Jesse Barajas, a resource specialist for the East Side Union High comparing yourself
School I fistrict.
Its mine!" yelled a girl from the to somebody else.’
Jesse Barajas,
crowd. and 150 high school kids laughed
or smiled in response.
resource specialist
"This could belong to any one of
you in here." Barajas waved the bill, enticing the students who eyed the bill Union Monday as a part of Raze Day.
greedily.
This ninth annual event eaters to
Finally, motivated to action, one Latinos from all over the Bay Area in an
young man walked up to the front, effort to motivate them and encourage
grabbed the bill out of Barajas’ hand and them to pursue higher education.
sat down.
The workshop by Barajas and MoIt was his.
rales. one of 13 that day, focused on getBarajas and Cathy Morales, an Ala- ting ready for the transition from high
meda High School sophomore student. school to college. It was an opportunity
attempted to inspire an audience of Lat- to inspire students to press on in spite of
ino high school students in the Student problems.

Barajas, a teacher tor IS years, is in
the business of motivating kids. Morales
is the President of Latinos Unidos of
Mecha.
The $10 bill demonstration by Barajas was an object lesson. "Anything you
ever wanted to get. you have to take the
action to get it," he said.
Barajas expanded on this point by
sharing his own life experience with college and his lack of motivation.
He related to the students that even
with C’s and D’s in high school and even
without a desire to pursue college, he
tried it anyway.
"College is about taking chances,"
Barajas said to the students and explained
that there would be many obstacles in
their paths, such as racism, lack of finances and lack of opportunity. -All you
have are those jobs at Burger King and
K -Mart." he said.
Sei I VSPIRE. page 6

Cronin
gives up
IFC post
Hy Lisa Billigmeier
Daily staff writer
Todd Cronin was requested to "step
down" from his position as president of
the Inter-fraternity Council after his fraternity. Pi Kappa Alpha. was temporarily
suspended from the university Monday.
Officials from SJSU Students Sevlees, who sent a directive to Cronin asking
him
to
step
down, said that
Cronin may re- ’The
turn when his
house
is re- calendar
instated. supposwas barely
edly by fall.
"After all of the tip of
the work that I
have put in. I the iceberg
feel that it is
very
unfortu- in terms of
nate. But we all their
have things to

behavior.’

Men:0111e

Cronin said.
Samuel Henry,
Cronin
can
assistant dean
only
return
within that time
under his current tenure because the job
lasts tor one year, said Nada Houston,
coodinator of Greek Affairs.
IFC bylaws require that the IFC president must he an active member of a fraternity for at least one semester. Houston
said. Cronin contends that he may still be
eligible to be president because there is
nothing written that states he must he a fraternity member while he is IFC president.
"We can’t very well have someone
who is a member of a fraternity that is no
longer here as IFC president." Houston
said.
Colin Clover, who is vice president in
charge of administration, will be filling in
for Cronin during his absence, according
to Houston.
"I’m just going to try to fill his
shoes," Clover said. "I feel bad for Todd
and I think he’s very qualified.
But he said he was unsure of what, if
anything, he would do about the directive.
The fraternity’s national headquarters
suspended the SJSU chapter because of the
See IFC. hack page

11th -hour accusations made against A.S. candidates
Walters charged with abusing power while on board
By Adam tileinli.iour
Daily staff writer
A former A.S. Business Mice
student employee accused A.S.
presidential candidate Jim Walters
of abusing his position as an A.S.
hoard member to cash about $250
worth of had checks at the office.
The A.S. Business Office normally bars students who bounce
more than three checks from using
the check -cashing service, according to Jean Lenart. A.S. business
administrator.
Femic Mamxiuin, a senior history major and former employee
of the A.S. Business Office. said
Walters was known, by the staff.
to have passed several had checks.
But the staff members were told
mtinue lii let
hs. supervisors Ii

him use the service, according to
Marnxmin.
Walters denied the allegation.
He said that the checks all
bounced at the same time and that
he did not continue to cash checks
at the office after he should have
been disqualified from using the
service.
Walters acknowledged that the
checks that bounced were three
separate checks written for $15
each. The service charges from
the hank and the service charges
front the A.S. Business Office for
the returned checks totaled $150,
bringing the debt Walters owed to
$195. he said.
Marroquin and Walters both
said that he has since paid his debt
to the office. Walters also said

that he is truss disqualited from
using the service.
"What student hasn’t had trouespeble making ends meet
cially at the end of the semester or
the end of the month’?" Walters
said.
Walters also said that he is a financial -aid student.
Lenart, responding to the accusation that Walters used his position to take advantage of the A.S.
Business Office employees. said,
"I don’t think that is a true
statement."
Lenart said that the rules for the
check -cashing service have been
applied to Walters and the other
hoard members the same as they
have to other students.
See WALTERS. page 5

Washington blamed for elimination of directorship
By %dam Steinhaucr
Daily stall writer
Tom Boothe, a former A.S
president. partially blames A.S.
presidential
candidate
Arne/
Washington’s poor performance
as the director of public relations
for the elimination of that position.
Boothe authored the legislation
that created the position.
"His performance in that post ion was the final nail in the coffin." Boothe said. "As the author
of the act, that hurts a certain
amount."
Boothe, who is current A.S.
President Scott Santandreas executive assistant, alleged several
failures by Washington. including:

lailure to suecessfully promote a
referendum favored by the A.S.
hoard, failure to turn in a budget
on time and an early resignation
after the hoard voted against raising Washington’s stipend.
The referendum, which would
hae t;used student fees to pay for
instructional related activities,
tailed to pass by si votes. acL.oiding to Boothe.
Boothe said that Washington
produced a Bier to promote the fee
increase hut that "large quantitie
of this flier went undistributed.
Washington.
alto
he:HMI
Boothe’s comments, said that as
executi%e director of the public relations board, he was only responsible for the original wording of

the flier and not the amending of
the wording or the distribution.
Washington also said that he
was personally against the tee increase and that the public relations
board was supposed to increase
awareness of the A.S. in general.
not promote partisan political issues.
"To the hest of my knowledge,
the P.R. hoard was designed to
bring information to the students
and not promote the passage of issues." Washington said.
Boothe said that if Washington had
not agreed with the issue he was
asked to promote than he should
have resigned his position. "This
sum, ks ut sabotage. Boothe said.
ilcc WASHINGTON. page 5

Burger speaks on future of Europe
By Kevin J. Well
Daily staff writer
"First of all. Europe shouldn’t
he called reunited but united," Dr.
Gerard Burger. a foreign language
professor at SJSU, said in rriday
evening discussion titled "1992
The Reunification of Europe."
The 45 people who attended sat
comfortably around dining tables
in the University Club to hear Dr.
Burger give his impressions about
what the European community
might be like in the next decade.
The Foreign Language Alumni
Group event was sponsored by the
Alumni Association of the School
of Humanities and the Arts.
FLAG. as it is commonly called,
holds similar events once a semester and is open to faculty members,
alumni and students.
"We want to promote intercultural understanding throughout the
community." said Linda Affillaga. president of FLAG.
"We want alumni and current

been united... Burger said.
He described the European community as a 12 -country body
’The new
whose members have agreed to
open up the boundaries between
Germany would
them.
Among the larger economic
have a military
countries of France. England. Italy
force of 1.8
and Germany. the body includes
Ireland. Denmark, Greece, Spain.
million people,
Portugal, Luxembourg and Belsecond only to the gium.
"The 12 countries allow free exU.S.S.R.’
change of’ currency across borders
Gerard Burger, where once it was not allowed."
foreign language professor he said.
"Germany in 1992, for example, will he reunified because West
Germany is already a dominant
students to get interested in inter- power." he said, "with the East, it
can become formidable."
cultural affairs," she said.
This, according to Burger.
With front-page headlines concerning Europe appearing on a causes many countries, including
daily basis. Burger’s speech tran- the United States, to worry.
"The new Germany would have
scended
merely
intercultural
a military force of 1.8 million pen.
boundaries.
See BORGER, hack page
"I don’t believe Europe has ever

Ken Wang

SJSU Professor 1/r. (;yrard Burger speaks berm c illy 1-oreigtil.anguage
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Human rights have their price

Letters to the Editor

Job Corps cares about future
FAInor.
Not only does it anger me. but it makes me sick
In my stomach that small-minded people such as I .1 a
Billigineier can just sit back and judge young people
that she knows nothing about.
lasing in downtown San Jose is not exactly a bed
of roses for Job Corps students either We are constantly being mocked, ridiculed and pushed to uncontrollable limits by individuals who feel they can walk
all over us because we come from a low-income environment.
Some of us are confused or helpless. but we all
need understanding People forget that like every
other human being. we have feelings and faults. Not
everyone is Job Corps is a screw -up. Most of us are
very determined and eager to do our hest in getting a
decent education.
I would also like to add, Ms. Billigmeier. that
you have got the nerve’ Why. I can recall many loud
parties with pot -smoking. beer drinking, loud music
and all sorts of disgusting lewd actions by your classmates. All of the night. I would be unable to sleep because of their loud music Beer cans, trash and decorations that these so-called concerned citizens of SJSU
are nothing more than small-minded hypocrif ies.
We said nothing of their "rush weeks" when fraternity brothers and sorority sisters paraded around the
streets acting like unlit:Iry mist its playing "mature"
pranks on one another. We said nothing about their
parties which lasted all weekend and the foul stench
that lingered through the air from the refuse that was
mistankenly " left on our property by a neighboring
fraternity.
In bringing my letter to a close. I want to remind
Ms. Billigmeier that Job Corps is NOT a jail or a rehabilitation center and we are just as concerned about
our futures as you are. It’s cruel, uninformed columns
like yours that give Job Corps a had name.
James Camel
Corpsmember
San .1osc lob Corps

Show appreciation for ROTC
Lditor.
This letter is a little late in coining as I was following the responses in the Spartan Daily for the past
week concerning the ROTC photos and article that ran
in the M Ii r 1551k- of the Daily
While I think Ms. Von Rot/ had the right idea,
excluding comments such as strategic decision making (it’s tactical in that context) or losing battles because the ROTC isn’t advertised. I’m more concerned
about the initial responses. These responses were
inure directed toward the military in general and set a
mood for a war of words until Ms. Von Rot/ beought
it hack to the ROTC.
The Spartan Daily really just covered a story on
our students who happen to he in the ROTC during an
it’s not monROTC event. It’s just an article folks
key see, monkey do.
As for the other earlier letters, it seems to me that
someone who has no military exprerience either
boasts of how great or rotten the military is. Most civilians. I think, believe there is no in between. There
is

I enlisted for one term that lasted three years. I
served with the 82nd Airborne Division in Grenada.
Though I didn’t see any heavy action. I did my time
and left with a combat related disability. I can say,
without a doubt, that between budget cuts and the
multitude of knuckleheads in the ser% ices, that a military career has few positives but it isn’t an adventure
in death. It can he frustrating. pointless and not recommended at all.
Several of my Muddies reenlisted and even went
to Panama.
I would just ask e% eryone to maintain a perspective. Veterans don’t want glory, just some appreciation and respect. ROTC too, but with all respect,
they’re not soldiers yet.
James S. Peters
Sophomore
Business
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Editor,
This letter is a response to Mr. Edward Dy kesletter responding to Ms. (’dine Grenier’s criticism of
the Spartan Daily’s coverage of the ROTC competiWAKITED:
tion at Fort Ord.
WELL -ROUNDED
Mr. Dykes described a photograph show that he
;NpiviouALS WITH
saw which was about the Nazi concentration camps
Ente,INEERINKg OR
and said that the ROTC and the army were necessary
1:44.15iNES.5
to protect human rights.
First. Mr. Dykes. Celine did say, "War may.
DE-bREES
c
sometimes be necessary. . .but we need not glorify
it." She probably meant a war such as the war against
( --()H, COME One
g -roCAY
Germany. Therefore. I fail to see the relevance
Nazi
(6, uett’l
letter as criticism of hers. Celine merely said
your
of
KNOWT CAN
army recruiting conunercials, the media
unlike
that
FIT IN
should not promote the service of a great adventure,
_so/x4EwHERE"
Second. Mr. Dykes. I would like to refer to your
notion of the army as the great defender of human
rights. The United States army (thank God) does not
act on its own. It is an extension arm of the government and responds to it. When human rights coincide
with the government interests, there is a big campaign
in the media and when they don’t, we just go about
our activ Ries a little more quietly. Although nobod
knows whose human rights we were protecting in
Vietnam. I vv mild like to mention some less famous
operations:
The United States quelling of
1899-1902
the Philippine rebellion after Spain handed it over.
More than 117.(XX) people killed.
Unites States helped overthrow
1953 The
President Mossagdeh of Iran. The "democratic"
Shah replaced him.
United States masterminded the
1954 The
overthrow of President Arbez in Guatemala. Since
then, more than 100,0(0 people have been tortured.
killed or have disappeared.
United States was behind the
1964 The
overthrow of Brazil’s President Goulart. Goulart was
about to introduce some agrarian reforms which were
not compatable with our interests.
The United States supported Pinochet
1972
in overthrowing Chile’s President Allende. Pinochet
was later nicknamed "The Butcher."
The United States is supporting the
Present
oppresing minority in El Salvador. under which the
death squads are still active. Over 70,000 people have
been tortured, killed or have disappeared in the last 10
snail -paced VW bus that led the years.
;ill started on the Yolo Cause REPORTERS’ FORUM
Even less known is the fact that the CIA was
procession.
IA .1\ .1 portion of 1-80 that con
The Pontiac was behind me and training some of these Central and South American
neci, sacrament’) and Davis. I was
just as anxious as I was. Finally the secret services in the art of torturing.
driving retail% el% slow ,ind was atDear, dear. dear Mr. Dykes. you wrote. "Yes,
other lane was free again and there
tuned to the possibilit% of getting a
was open road ahead. The Pontiac there are a few of us out there that believe in human
ticket when I saw the car come up
and I started again, but I was ner- rights and are willing to die defending those rights." I
swiftly behind me.
vous about all the new cars behind find your courage quite admirable and I am sure that
As it breezed past. 1 sass that it
us. I dropped back and held it be- Amnesty International has some dangerous position,
was not a Highway Patrol as I had
tween 60 and 65. The Pontiac took (like monitoring Iraqi use of chemical weap,,
imagined. It vv as a Pontiac of some
off, disappointed that I didn’t want against civiian Kurds) available for brave people like
sort. one of the new ones like a
BY
TAMARA
THOMPSON
yourself who are so dedicated to the cause of human
to play anymore. Sunhird.
Suddenly the stable set of head- rights.
The car went flying by and I.
I consider you joining them before you find out
lights behind me changed lanes
seeing that he didn’t get a ticket,
felt obliged to pick up my speed as The Pontiac paced me and a black and white whizzed past too late that you’ve been riding the wrong train.
Ben Weinberg
me. lie had his sights set on the
well.
Junior
Pontiac which was making a path
I followed the Pontiac as we inch for inch. Yes, he
Journalism
through the traffic up ahead.
headed down the freeway at 70 wanted to play.
I pulled to the right lane to make
mph plus. At I a. 1.i there’s not
the next exchange and I thought I
much traffic and it seemed we had
had lost the Pontiac for good until I
the road to ourselves.
road perfect driving conditions
The Pontiac and I took turns tak- for those who plain and simply like saw the Highway Patrol up ahead
of me again.
ing the lead and hiding in front of to drive.
Editor,
He pulled the Pontiac over just
The Pontiac came up on my side
the other. Each of us would speed
In response to the Job Corps column that appast the other until he finally and paced me. I haven’t really after the on-ramp.
peared in the March 23 issue of the Spartan Daily by
I honked and waved as I drove staff writer Lisa Billigmeier, my initial reaction
pulled out in front by some dis- raced a car since high school and
was
by.
tance and I was happy to let him couldn’t resist the invitation.
intense infuriation.
I laughed out loud to myself as I
1 downshifted to fourth gear,
lead.
First of all, the recent stabbing incident was not
It didn’t really surprise me when revved it up and shifted back into passed them. It wasn’t that I followed by a separate, unrelated stabbing (as rumor
thought it was funny that the Pon- had led Ms. Billigmeier to believe). This was an unthe Pontiac took the same 680 ex- fifth for blast off.
The Pontiac paced me inch for tiac got a ticket. I was laughing characteristic violent occurrence which unfortunately
change that I did at Cordelia junconly because it wasn’t me. But it did involve a few Job Corps members.
inch. Yes, he wanted to play.
tion.
We flew, grill to grill, down the just as easily could have been.
Still clipping along at better than
Ms. Billigmeier’s being more comfortable knowAfter I started thinking about it. ing that they
70, I began to feel competitive. As highway with wind blowing, metal
(Job Corps members) are "stabbing each
we got on the exchange. I moved rattling and steering skittering as I began to get the guilts. I felt like I other and not (her)" is a point of view which merits
should
he
paying
half
of
his
ticket.
we
navigated
the
hit
the
gas.
foothills.
to the inside lane and
only the deepest of
her,
Since my speedometer stops at after all it was half my fault that being a student at a sympathy. I feel sorry for
I passed him just as we started
state
a
such
university,
yet
having
the
guy
was
speeding.
85
I
don’t
really know how fast we
on 680 and thought to myself "one
simplistic and primitive assessment of serious events
I drove the rest of the way to San concerning
of us is going to get a ticket tonight were going, but I have a pretty
the welfare of fellow humans. Perhaps
good guess. I usually get the big Jose at 60 mph, feeling very lucky what she
and Ii better not he me."
needs is a general education on decency.
It
u’ve ever driven the route adrenalin rush around the century and very stupid.
Thank you Mr. Pontiac driver
To be under the illusion that those few persons
that I ’in talking about, you know mark. I was pumped.
After we crossed the bridge we for taking the hard lesson for both involved in negative activity accurately represents the
why I thought that. It’s such a
whole of Job Corps is not only narrow-minded but
great drive. Blasting through the were slowed way down because of us.
rolling foothills, it’s pitch-black the left lane was closed tor road Tamara Thompson is a Daily staff simply ludicrous. The theory of a ridiculously high
amount of internal friction at Job Corps that Ms. Biland there are very fe cars on the work. I tried not to tailgate the writer
ligmeier purports must be discarded in compliance
with the solid reality that Job Corps is indeed a functioning program. It must be clarified that those who
Other Viewpoints
cause disturbances worthy of notice are not dedicated
to the program to begin with and are accordingly disStatesman Journal, Salem, Ore
The Bush administration has dug bravely into charged.
on the Bush transportation plan
this thicket of problems. Its new transportation policy
The vast majority of us are from neighborhoods
When candidate George Bush said. "Read my represents a sharp departure from past practice. It
lips no new taxes." we didn’t know exactly what seeks essentially to shrink the federal role in every- where schooling is not of a quality found in schools
he meant. As President George Bush. he has spelled it thing from highway maintenance to mass transit oper- geared for college-prep and the drug trade is the numout: He’ll pass federal duties on to local governments ations, and to transfer many costs to state and local ber one employer of unskilled youth. Most of us are
dedictaed, hardworking people who are succeding in
and let them pay the hill and raise the taxes.
governments.
the program. Job Corps IS working. We are from as
That’s what he and Congress already have done
diverse cultures as the members of America. We have
with education and health care, and it’s what he proLos Angeles Times
poses in his new "Moving America Into the 21st Cen- on the Rostenkowski deficit reduction plan skin in every shade of human and have just as different views on life as any group of college-age students
tury" plan for our transportation system.
For most Americans. the national debt is as abs- in the 1990s.
The federal government would continue paying tract as the numbers that measure it
currently
the costs for interstate and many major highways, but about $3.000,(100.000.000. as in trillion.
We do have a basic common factor: the lack of
it would give states and local governments the bill for
Getting Washington to focus again on the debt is funds and/or the opportunity for a college education.
building and maintaining millions of miles of other only one reason to cheer Rep. Dan Rostenkowski.
D- Our parents did not have the money to live in "good
highways. And it would impose extensive user fees III. for his bold plan to slash the federal budget
deficit. neighborhoods," money to pay taxes to sufficiently
for motorists, truckers, air travelers and mass transit
fund our schools and money to be considered a necThe more than $150 billion a year that vanishes essary part of society.
customers.
This is a tax increase by another name. It’s a tax into interest payments means that there is much less
We are proud of who we arc and walk with 0111
increase that local governments cannot pay and proba- money in circulation for private investment and, in
bly should not have to pay for a transportation system turn. economic expansion and job creation. This debt heads held high. With the strength it took to make it
is of increasing consequence as the economy slows this far with so little, we should be applauded. Job
that is national in scope.
At the least. Washington should deal with us down because it severely cuts the nation’s ability to Corps is a viable, working alternative to selling dope
or hamburgers for a living. For some of us, Job Corps
honestly. If our crumbling and clogged highways are bail itself out of a severe recession.
Rostenkowski’s plan would not wipe out the na- was a detour in our hopes for college. and for some.
a national problem. remedy it with a national program
and admit that federal taxes must be increased, or that tional debt but would keep it from growing after 1994. the training we receive through the program will be
Where would the money come from’? A one-year adequate to achieve a satisfying standard of living.
other programs must he cut hack to save the money.
freeze on cost-of-living increases in all federal pro(
We should only
grams would cut the deficit by 9 percent the first year. broad generalizations hope that Ms. Billigmcier’s
The Providence (R.I.) Journal-Bulletin
and inability to graso the issues
taxes
on
oil,
tobacco,
alcohol
and
industrial
Higher
on the Bush transportation plan
at hand are not representative
As many tra%elers know. parts of America’s pollutants would cut it another $20 billion. Cutting the cated generation. This would of our next college-edutransportation network have fallen on hard times. Pentagon budget by 3 percent a year would convert at one of its most truely vulgardefinitely put our nation
moments.
Many highways and bridges are crumbling under another $10 billion from red ink to black. Families
heavy traffic: major airports are choked with conges- with incomes above $185.000 a year, who now pay
Dolores Avila
tion; passenger rail service is scattered and spotty, and income taxes as a 28 percent rate, would pay the same
C irpsmember
33 percent that families with smaller incomes pay.
urban mass transit is often a joke.
San Jose Job Corps
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Wild car chase leads to brush with law

Column draws generalizations
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Student voting stations open

Disney
gets good
response

By Harry Mak
Daily staff wale
Students can vote at three loca
hows on campus in the Associated
Students elections today and
Thursday.
Polling locations will he open
Irom 8 a.m. to K p.m in from of
the Student Union, Clark Library
and inside the Event Center registration area, according to election
board officials.
These are the most high traffic
areas.’ said Dale Choc of the election board, which oversees the
election process.
’Plus they’re in places where
people spend leisure time, which
attracts more people.’’ Choc said.
In addition, students at the Monterey County Center. SJSU’s satelite campus in Salinas. will he able
to vote for the first time.
Pollsters at MCC will go into
each classroom to solicit votes.
Election Board Chairman Kevin
(Hiner said.
Any student who wants to vole
must present an SJSU identification card with a spring 1990 regisIF:Ili1111 sticker to vote, according to
Instructions tin- poll officials.
After v ming, registration stickers are marked with an X in the top
right corner. Students with marked

BURBANK. CAI
The Walt Disney Co. says
the response from moviegoers has been overwhelming ever since it refused to
show its films at theaters
where on -screen ads precede
feature films.
Disney has received "five
box loads of letters front
approving patrons since it announced the policy last
month, said Richard Cook,
president of Disney’s Buena
Vista Pictures Distribution.
Anyone who ever heard an
audience hiss the ads knows
how unpopular they are.
Omit, noted.
The nation’s largest theater chaM. the Denver-based
2.700-sc Well United Artists
Theater ( ’ircuit, announced
Iasi week it would go along
with the ;RIvertising ban. hut
mil% on screens where Disney harm:are shown.

Associated
Students
Elections

.90

Where to vote:
In front of the Student
Union
In front of Clark Library
Inside the Event Center
When:
8 a.m. to 8 p.m. today and
Thursday.
Students need valid spring
1990 SISU I.D. to vote,

111,1111

1li4(!en11
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dire

dimple.% even Jay, retterDaily
provide.% readerA with a recap of
the prev. A Jar’s tap Nit7fil’A
The charter tor Pi Kappa Alpha
fraternity has been suspended by
its national headquarters. the president of the Inter -Fraternity Council
.111114)Unced
Monday. The Pike
house is no longer part of this university . accordint to Todd Cronin.
the president.
The Pike calendar, its academic
performance and its probation by
the university were some ot the
reasons behind the fraternity’s suspension.
OM

LI

Kevin Couch, a former Associated Students presidential candidate, who was forced out of the

Candidates cannot campaign
within SO feet of a polling station
To remain objective, members
of the League of Women Voters
are being paid to work polling locations.
Traditionally there have been
Members of a club, fraternity. three locations,’ (Miler said. "We
s (((( wity or any other recogni/ed could have more but we wouldn’t
orgam/ation on campus can earn he able to use the league. We
S2 for each vote This money goes would have 111 pay for more staff
directly to its group. The money and we don’t want to do that . ’

iac Ihutsday he....ause he tailed to
meet as-ads:nth: eligibility standards. said Friday that he is supporting Jim Walters’ campaign for
A.S. President

I or the Hit turd
clarity a statement made by
Rochelle Morgan -Lewis in an anide dealing with the Monterey
County (’enter’s opportunity to
vote in the upcoming A.S. elections that appeared in the March 20
issue of the Spartan Daily. Morgan -Lewis believes that without
the voting opportunity. a dangerous precedent of taxation without
representation" is set .

Job Opportunity
A Refreshing Experiencew

or torn stickers cannot %Ilk’
Student orgamiabons whose
members vote can earn money lor
its group through revenue sharing.
of icials said.

Summer Conference Housing Program
Students Wanted
Full and Part-time fun and exciting Summer positions
Flexible hOurS/GOOd pay and benefits
For information or application call 924-6180.

SpartaGuide
SpartaGuide is a daily calendar
available to SJSU student, faculty
and staff organizations at no charge.
Forms are available in the Daily
newsroom, Wahlquisl Library North
Room 104 and at the Information
Center of the Student Union. The
deadline for entries is 10 a.m. No
phone-in items will be accepted.
TODAY
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION: -Career on the Corporate Finance,’ 5
p.m S.U. Costanoan Room
RE-ENTRY PROGRAM: Brown Bag
Lunches. noon, S.0 Pacheco Room; Women’s Support Group. 330 pm.. Admin 201
Call 924-5930
PHI KAPPA PHI: Club Meeting. 11 am . BC
001 Call 263-2625
SPARTAN TRACK CLUB: Bi-monthly
Meeting. 7.30 p.m
FANTASY AND STRATEGY CLUB: Open
Gaming, 6 p.m., S.0 Costanoan Room. Call
924-7097.
SOCIETY OF PROFESSIONAL JOURNALISTS: Officer Elections. 2-15 p.m . WLN
113. Call 723-9461
AKBAYAN: General meeting. 230 pm,
S U Costanoan Room Call 972-2416

CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT.
Career paths or History majors, 2 30 p m ,
S U Guadalupe: Co-op orientation. 12.30
p.m S.U. Costanoan: On-campus interview
orientation, 12 30 p.m.. S U. Guadalupe.
Call 924-6030.
CAMPUS MINISTRY: Bible study. noon.
S.0 Montalvo Call 298-0204
A.S. P.B.: Wed night cinema, 7 p m and 10
p m . Morris Dailey Aud Call 924-6261
ASSOCIATION OF ROCK N ROLL: Color
noon, Amphitheater Call 287-6417
STUDENT AFFLIATION FOR ENVIRONMENTAL RESPECT: Meeting. 5 p.m.. Environmental Resource Center. (DMH 235A).
Call 924.5467
AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL: Information
Table. 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.. in front of S.U. Call
257-6056
MU ALPHA GAMMA: Meeting, raffle drawing. 5 p m . WLN 131
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE ORGANIZATION:
Testimony meeting. 11’30. Musk Bldg 157
Cali 258.1035
ARNOLD AIR SOCIETY: Flag retreat ceremony 5 p m.. POW MIA information booth
10 a.m. to 2 p.m..
MECHA: General Body meeting, 6 p.m.,
WLN 307 Call 275-8033.

PLAY BALL
The Oakland Athletics Community Fund
Minority Graduate Scholarship

BIWA SEGA GBIESIS SYSTEM
NOW

Genesis system comes complete with control pad
and Altered Beast-game cartridge

AND GETA SECOND GAME
PLUS AN ADM
CONTROL PAD

is offering $1000 to minorities in sports medicine, sports
administration, and sports journalism currently enrolled or planning
to enroll in a graduate program. Finalists are interviewed by
The Oakland A’s Graduate Scholarship Executive Committee
For more information and/or applications call or write:
The Oakland Athletics Baseball Company
Outreach Activities Department
Oakland-Alameda County Coliseum
Oakland, CA 94621
(415) 638- 4900, Ext. 202
Application Deadline: Friday, April 6, 1990

BE A LEADER

YOUR CHOICE OF ONE FREE GAME PLUS EXTRA CONTROLLER
Imagine, your choice of any of today’s blockbuster hits free, like Tommy Lasorda
Baseball, Ghouls & Ghosts, Arnold Palmer Tournament Golf, Thunder Force II,
Space Harrier II, or Super Thunderblade. Plus, an extra Control Pad free. Just buy
a Sega Genesis system before April 22, 1990. And complete the coupon below.

Become a Summer Camp Counselor
You can earn a top salary with a tavel
allowance which also includes room,

AB OM

board and laundry expenses.

MI

NI

MMMI

IN

Call or write NOW.

wst

Just follow these steps
i. Cut out the proof of purchase symbol from the Sega Genesis

system box, and
2. Fill in the information requested on the warranty card included in your Genesis
system, and
3. Complete the requested information on this certificate, and

El DRUGS

VARIETY

Everyday low prices on
SCHOOL SUPPLIES.

FTI

Special discount for Student
on PRESCRIPTIONS.
Complete line of MIA products.

DRUGSTORES

BRAND

Name

Telephone

Street

Apt 0

City

State

I] GHOULS a GHOSTS’
0 FORGOTTEN WORLDS"

’Corn, ,r1 San in (lora d6 915 St I

(408) 2:91012

4. Attach the original dated store cash resister receipt Ireceipt must be dated from
March 17 thru April 22, 19901 for your system. and
5. Maul all these items. postmarked no later than April 25, 1990. to
SEGA GENESIS FREE OFFER PO BOX 2208, SO SAN FRANCISCO CA 94083

Zip

FREE Genesis cartridge from the list below Sega will mail you the FREE cartridge and control pad 4 to 6 weeks from receipt of all
completed redemption materials. Offer good March 17 thru April 22, 1990 Check I ) first choke, circle second choke. Sega reserves the
right to substitute another game based upon product availability

401 E. Santa Clara Street, San Jose, CA 95113
TEL: (408) 292-8244

MI MI IN NI 1M MEM= IV

Select your

STORE

DISCOUNT

MB NB MI=131M1

Buy a Genesis system now and get a second game plus
an additional control pad FREE. Up to $80 retail value.

a. Men:
b.Women:
Camp Winadu
Camp Vega
5 Glen Lane
P.O. Box
Mamaroneck, N.Y. Duxbury, Ma
10543
02332
(61 7)934-6536
(914)381-5983

I

I

i3 RAMBO 111.
11 LAST BATTLE"

I
II KM IN = IN IN III m

11 ARNOLD PALMER
TOURNAMENT GOLF’
H ALEX KI DD ENCHANTED
CASTLE’
r 1 WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP
SOCCER’

3

yslerptiik
411/54"

comes hom an account set up by
the A.S. tor revenue sharing.
’It’s free money .’ ’ Choi: said.
’It’s basically to attract suffers
Last year 2,400 students voted,
according to election board member Cindy Resler.
Polling locations were the same
except for the one in the Events
Center, which was completed this
ear There was a location in the
spartan Complex last year.
I mutations on staff to work %fa keeps the number of stations
ii duce.
"They have to be manned for 12
hours and election hoard members
have to watch to make sure there
isn’t campaigning too close."
Resler said. "There wouldn’t he
enough staff if we had inure lova-
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0 MYSTIC DEFENDER’
0 THUNDER FORCE II’
GOLDEN AXE"

0

CI
0
0
7

ZOOM,’
SPACE HARRIER II’
TRUXTON.
SUPER THUNDERBLADE^

/sada\

l _l

TOMMY LASORDA

U SASE
THE REVENGE OF
SHIN061"
0 SUPER HANG-ON"

___(seriEsis)..............
WE BRING THE ARCADE EXPERNPICE NOME

134 .
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Pirates’ Bobby Bonilla
loses arbitration hearing
the fan.
Many club., including the Pirates until this year, have tried to
avoid arbitration hearings with
front-line players. Both sides resort 10 hardball tactics the Pirates’ negotiator. Tal Smith. spent
90 minutes at the hearing dwelling
on Bonilla’. negatives - so the arbitration process can damage the
often-delicate relationship between
player and club beyond repair.
Agents for several Pirates. including Bonilla and Barry Bonds,
were incensed when the team
wouldn’t negotiate before their arbitration cases were heard. Less
than a fifth of the major leaguers
who filed for arbitration had their
cases heard, and the Pirates figured
in tibout a third of those.

BRADENTON. Ha (AP)
Bobby Bonilla played in 163
games last season and made the
National League All Star team for
the second consecutise ea. He
thought the Pittsburgh Plumes had
an unusual way of rewarding the
effort
First, the) moved him to a different position. then the wouldn’t
negotiate with him after he filed
for salary arbitration.
Bonilla thought it was shabby
treatment for a player who has
missed just four games while hitting 48 home runs and driving in
186 runs over the last two years.
His hitting carried the Pirates to a
second -place finish in the National
I.eague East in 1988 and he is one
ot the most popular players among

The Best Temporary Jobs
in America

SPA; women’s golf coach Nlark Gale has

Ken Kwok Daily staff photographe
on tvio national championships and many awards since his appointment in 1977

Gale putts golf team to success
It) I .to rence .1. Salisbury
[
aaft writer
Buried in a small, wood-paneled
corner office, surrounded hs
plaques and trophies. sits Mark
Gale, the architect of an Allot,
powerhouse
While some othei athletic programs tic losing tans losing funding or list plain losinr. ri:de has
led the vt omen’s yoli team to t e
consecutive top 10 NCAA I ’lushes
and two national championships.
Gale has also coached two
women. Patty Sheehan and Julie
Inkstei. v,ho later won the rookie
of the C:11 its titI in the Ladies
Prote..ional iitli
Gale graduated trom the Will’
program at Indiana ’no et sit) in
1952 and went on to become a
pilot and command a Minuteman
mi.sle wing at the Launch Control
Center in North Dakota, where he
earned a Master. Degree in Industrial Management.
He came to SJSU in 1973 as
dean of the aerospace engineering
department and also spent two
years as assistant to the academic
vice president, before taking the
job as women’s golf coach in
1977.
1’here was just a hare number
of players front the year before.
They were OK. In a spitting contest, you’re out to win. But we
needed money to entice players
here by way of scholarships.’’ said
the 26-year Air Force veteran.
While sonic schools have their
own golf course. SJSI I doesn’t
even have a putting green or sand
trap. Gale said.
"It would he ideal to have an intense hour of putting practice here

quit."
Married with six children. Gale
has passed some of the golf tradition to his children. He describes
two of his sons, who graduated
front S.IStl, as "amateur golfers
who shoot in the low 70s," a score
which is on the fringe of the pro
on campus, hut when you have to ranks,tiis
two daughters and another
drive an hour or two itist to pracson graduated from Chico State
tice, its really hard. (Mk said.
The team practices three times One son passed away.
"The biggest drawback is that I
weekly and has open play time at,
five local country clubs. including don’t get to spend enough time
with my family, Ent totally conAlmaden and Los Altos II ills.
Gale has sponsored set eral local sumed by the team. I know that’.
tournaments as a way of tund rais- my wife’s biggest complaint," he
ing and has solicited corporate said.
Gale hopes his team’s success
sponsorship from the Du Pont
Company and Kai sten Manufac- will spill over onto the rest of the
turing, the maker of Ping golf Spartan athletic program.
"I see golf here as an attention
products.
Karsten has donated about $16.- getter for the university and I
(XN1 worth of giveaways for con- would like to be a bigger part of
tests in the last three years and sup- the success of the athletic proplies golf clubs and uniforms for gram... he said
With tom f reshmen and only
the team. Gale said.
"They take real good care of one senior on this year’s team.
Gale is confident that future teams
its. he said.
Gale hopes his team will defend can be as successful as this year’s.
"The key to a good program is
the national championship they
to get two new players a year.
won last ) ear at Stanford.
"We didn’t appreciate it enough With this team we should do well
the first time. You have to win two for quite a while." he said.
The team’s next tournament will
or more to appreciate it... he said.
After the first ..hamplonship in be April 9-11 in Tempe, Ariz.
"We’ve never played well
1987. Gale considered quoting. He
even had his speech sir lien before there, but if we concentrate. 1 think
we’ll manage." Gale
he changed his mind.
Managing has always been
"I’d reached my goal. I wanted
Gale’s style..
to w in one and we did.
"The way I see it. if you don’t
keep getting better, you stop being
good." Gale said.
"The first two were so fun, it
we keep winning. I may never
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In front of Clark Library
front of the student Union
Inside S.U.R.E.C. Rec Center
In

FOREIGN STUDENTS

TAX TIME
spokesperson from the Intenational
Revenue service (IRS) will be lecturing
on Foreian Students and their tax
obligations.
A

Monday, April 2, 1990 in the Student
Union, Costanoan room
4:00 - 5:00pm
Sponsored by Intercultural Steering Committee
of the Associated Students and foreign student
advisors.

The 1990 Census is a bug job. We need thousands ot part-tinii
aid temporary workers. Would you like to be one of them? You
just have to pass a simple test and meet a few other
requirements, and you can earn from $6.75 to $9.50 an hour
depending on where you live. For more information call
283-500 or 283-5001
Answer the Census. It Counts for More Than You Think!

’’I’ve been a manager my whole
career and I approach coaching as
a management problem. Gale
said. And management is the
same whether it is missies. airplanes or golfers."

CENSIJS ’90

Look out
below

It’s time you gave yourself a GSE
If you’re sexually active you should know about the
GSE. GSE stands for genital self-examination. Ifs
a simple examination you can give yourself to check
for any signs or symptoms of a sexually transmitted
disease Send for your free GSE Guide today. Because when it comes to sexual relationships, there
are some important things to look out for
To receive your free GSE Guide, simply fill out and
return the coupon or call, toll-free 1-800-234-1124.
Sponsored by Burroubna ,Netlcorne Co n cOntuncton wan the Amer can
Academy or Dermatology me Arnencan Academy ol Family Phystcens toe
Arnencan College or Gem.] Precut:one, trt Osleopatntc Melons and
Su’ge’y rho Arnercan Osteopathic Assoctalton and me American Soctal
908111 Assocation
Coor

1989

WwiromP

All

For your free GSE Guide la out this coupon
and mail to GSE, PO Box 4088
I Woburn MA 01E884088
GSF_

N,8 101s C.")
Adams

IStare

CO4Eneksh xenon
Lre

ZIP

Lt Spartan teritOn

you crew la years ra Sae

098

DNa

A"

Need to Complete Units to Graduate?
Want Extra Time for a Language or Lab Course?
Having Trouble Getting G. E. Classes
at the Time You Want?
You Can Earn Up to 8 Units in 6 Weeks or
4 Units in 3 Weeks this Summer
at San Jose State University
Get Your Free Schedule Now at:
ADM 107 - Office of Continuing Education
Administration Building Lobby Information Center
Student Union Information Center

Classes Begin as Early as May 29
and End August 17

WEDNESDAY MARCH 26
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Washington: Candidate Presidential candidates claim
responds to allegations each violated campaign rules

Fran’ page I
Washington also said that he did
turn in a budget on time
Boothe said that public relation
hoard’s budget was three monthes
late and incomplete
Santandrea also said that Washington tailed to turn in a budget on
tune.
Washington said that he had
asked for his stipend to he increased from $300 to S400 to bring
his pay into line with other A.S.
executives.
"All the other positions that
were as executives received stipends of $450 and above," Washington said.
Boothe said that he had argued
against Washington’s proposed
raise because he felt that Washington had not earned the raise with
his past performance.
In his defense. Washington produced minutes from the A.S. board
iriecting of Aug. 9. 1989 when his
resignation was announced.
The minutes read. "Mr. Santandrea stated that he had encouraged
Mr. Washington to remain, and
expressed the hope that he will return at a future time to serve in
some Associated Students capacity."
Santandrea said that he was
happy with Washington when he
left the board. But Santandrea said
that he was later angered when
Washington volunteered to he the
A.S.’s liaison to the staff organizing SJSU’s new student orientation
and didn’t follow through.
"It was an amicable split when
he left." Santandrea said. "But

Walters
Frani page I
A.S. Controller Patrice Fusenig
said that Walters abused the check cashing service.
He said that Walters would tell
employees of the A.S. Business
Office that his authority as a board
member exempted him from the
normal rules of the check-cashing
serv ice.
"I had to tell them (the A.S.
Business Office); ’Don’t let him
(Walters) cash checks anymore,"
Fusenig said.
"He can’t keep money," Fusenig said. "As an A.S. president.
that will cause problems."
Marnxiuin agreed.
"Electing him to let him oversee
all this money when he can’t even
a,
balance his own checkbook
a student, that really bothers me."
Fusenig and Marntquin both
said that they are supporting Amez
Washington’s campaign fin A.S.
President.
Washington said that Marroqin
is a personal friend of his.

ss hen he hetau i. hak his
sibilines las director of mondlimo. I began to see his ,’al
agenda ’
Santandrea then called Washington a political opportunist
Washington responded to Santandrea’ charge. saying, "At no
time did I agree to be a liaison to
any orientation. In tact. I’m not
even sure what orientation hes
talking about."
"We did talk about me doing
some promotions for the A.S.."
Washington said, "but we nexer
got into specifics. ’
Washington also said that he had
done a good joh as director of public relations.
"I had inherited a hoard that had
been defunct tor six months,’’
Washington said. It was active in
two months."
Toni Boothe said that he was
serving as A.S. presidential candidate Kevin Couch’s campaign consultant until poor grades forced
Couch out of the race.
Couch, in an March 27 article in
the Spartan Daily, announced his
support of Jim Walters’ campaign
for A.S. president.
"To me, what it seems like Tom
is trying to do is propose a smear
campaign." Washington said.
Boothe said that he opposed
Washington’s campaign because
of his past performance. "Him
can he continue to take positions
where he doesn’t understand the
responsibilities."’ Boothe said.

Associated Students presidential
candidates Jim Wakets and Arne/
Washington have accused each
other of campaign ruks violations
According to Walters. Washington has his campaign posters and
posted in the residence halls.
Walters said that all candidates
were instructed against posting
campaign literature ,n the halls at
an election orientation before campaigning began.
"This was all explained and all
the candidates agreed to these
rules. Walters said.
Walters also said that Washington had violated the campaign
rules by posting more than one
tit on each of the fields where
campaign signs are allowed.
Washington said that he didn’t
know if he had violated campaign
rules.
W ashington then said that Wallets had also committed campaign
siolations, posting his literature in
the Student Union and the residence halls. Washington also questioned whether Walters’ use of the
Spartan logo and the blue and gold
Spartan colors on his campaign
posters was an unauthorized use of

Kevin (Airier, chairman of the
A.S. Election Board. et int i rmed
that several candidates hate been
iolations.
cited for campaign
None have been disqualified.
Gliner would not say which candidates were cited.

The A.S. Program Board Presents:

Wednesday Night Cinema

Washington said that he considers the residents’ right to post his

Presentations
Displays
Charts/Graphs

Open Early, Late, & Weekends
295-4336
310 S. Third St.
(Across from McDonald’s)

.

lankost

March 28, 1990 Morris Dailey Aud. 7 & 10 p.m. $2.00
PROCRAMBoIrD

the copy center

Recycle
Book Store
138 E. Santa Clara (Near 4th)
286-6275
Bring in this coupon for 10% off.

10% off Dream Girl Lingerie
Enhance your life with our
- 15% off Edible lotions
- Exotic Elegant lingerie at the best
prices anywhere.
- Games, toys, gift sets and more.

Intimate Pleasures and Apparel
New retail location
(Take Hamilton exit
1645 S. Bascom ave..
Rt. on Bascom)
in the Bel Gato center

traur,,,
V’V

$5

Campbell - 377-6135
or call for a pleasure party
featuring lingerie, lotions
and novelties’
(offer wind with this ad.)

IP !Ft

*dr

ANIL

The Best Prices and the

FREE

Best Pizzas

SUNDAY BRUNCH
BUY 1 RECEIVE 1

RESTAURANT
674 N. 13th St. OF EQUAL OR LESSER VALUE
SAN JOSE

Come in to Grande Pizzeria and Italian Restaurant
and enjoy great tasting pizza with your special
offer coupon. Plus you can keep using the coupon
until each pizza size is used.

item pizza $6.00
2 item pizza $7.00
item pizza $8.00
2 item pizza $9.00

294-7468
CRETWEEN TAYLOR & JACKSON)

on the corner of 4th ST. I
292-2840

10 diki

litt

S

INO

FREE DELIVERY:.
.

i.kNY
?e,F.FZZA
$200

r

00 012F.FPAI NY
280-0707eio

NOT GOOD WITH $ 1
ANY OTHER OFFER
Offer expires
April 4th, 1990

4:opootoomo
NMI

Pi

11111,

i

’300D THRU APRIL 8

LIVE REGGAE

mimitmommmmoommaismaismossmi
4111111116
COUPON a

WITH THIS COUPON

A A
WEDN

150 E. San Carlos

7

DINNER, LUNCH,

arande Pizzeris;

Offer expires APR. 30, 1990
I
(sales tax not included)

’’I!

Funded by Associated Students For more into call 924-6261

Voted Best Bookstore
in the Bay Area
Mon.-Thur. 10 a.m.-9p.m.
Fri.& Sat. 10 a.m.- 10p.m.
Sun. 12 p.m. - 8 p.m.

III
II
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TALKINd

Transparencies

Sales Flyers
Even Copy From Slides!

Cash For Your Books

Small 2
Medium
Large 2
X -Large

*-1-tto1114
p,t

*a\

rmimmumminumi Coupon milliommomomm
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Time Warner v. ill hand
iici about $50 million in
and 5145 million in prekited stock for I.ane Publishing. which also owns
Sunset Rooks and Sunset
Films. the Times Tribune of
Palo Alto repined Tuesday

NeviAtKhduA
CanonColorLaserCopies!

111
I

PARK OAP)
!sev. York publishing giant
I line Warner Inc. has agreed
to hut, Lam Publishing Co..
publishers or the popular
!noel publication Sunset
maga/me. for $225 million.
the companies announced
Tuesda).

signs guaranteed by the U.S. Constitution
Washington also said that set eral other candidates for A S position% met with (’ellini on Monda)
to discuss campaign rules violations.
Washington said that he was
going to document Walters’ violations and turn them in to the A.S.
Election Board on Tuesday.

Communicate In Calor

Seat belt in effect
\(’R \\HAI()
Ihcfc’...Iequircincin startine
ininiediatcl> under the auto safet
restraint law for children: It mitt
applies to all children under age 4
in all cars, not just the drivers’ own
children in their own cars.
But in case of an emergency and
no special restraint seat is available
for a child, he or she may he secured in the available seat belt.

a registered trademark or a campaign violation.
Walters "utilizing university
colors with unitersity logos suggests that he is university-supported and hacked," Washington
said.
"I think that is unfair to any
candidate, including myself."
Walters denied posting literature
in the Student Union or the residence halls.
Walters also said that his use of
the Spartan logo Was both legal
and fair.
"My intent with that is to signify that I’m a Spartan." Walters
said.
Washington met with A.S. advisor Jim Cellini on Monday to discuss campaign violations.
Washington said after the meeting that he had been told to take
some of his signs away front the
fields.
The legality of the "Amez for
Pre," posters in the residence halls
is still being considered, according
to Washington, because all of the
posters are the property of individual rcsidents.

"." ’.ii Ittii.ttii
Dail,

Time Warner
purchases
Sunset magazine

U
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D
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COVER CHARGE!
( with this ad)

LIVE MODERN ROCK THURSDAYS
MODERN ROCK DJ FRIDAYS/SATURDAYS
AFTER BEACH PARTY
3:00 - 9:00 PM
FRIDAYS AND SATURDAYS

v%ssvs%
WAVES

50 University Ave
Upstan S.
Old Town Los Gatos
395-8600
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Mexican culture preserved
through dance, art display

Inspire:
Motivating
students
t I OM Mier

Its %Maio I oreett
Asily staff writer

/

11i1 .111: ousll as
ithoui comparmg yourself to mom:body
he advised
the students and encouraged them
as
having something special to

" Be 11101.11d ol

)11U

are,

IA

Attet his speech. Karina% said.
"I haw a special affection for the
Hispanic youth. because we’re the
ones ho are dropping out
Ilis theme was. "You’re not
better than anyone. hut as good as
anyitne "
Moiales spoke along a similar
lilt v iuh her peers She shared the
ideal that. You have every right
he treated as equal as anyone
else . and the students cheered in
apput is al
She shared her experiences as a
minority at Alameda High School.
At her school. Morales told the
students that I .atinos couldn’t congregate alto schist! like the other
Marcia Leek,’ - Daily stall photographer
students, because they were accused of being gang -affiliated. Jesse
Harajas, right. a resource specialist for the East Side Union High
’Hwy eYen recety ed a police escort
School District. chats alter his lllll !hating speech about educatui llll .
oil the campus.
ales said she could underst.ind the gang accusations or poIt kept my interest. It Wits encourlice esciirts it they had been threataging. because he kept me thinening. but she said they %k en: just
set my goals.
king. . . I got
"hanging out" alter school like
a junior
said James ( mufti.
c cry one else.
null Gunder son II igh School.
school.’
"In the real world. Mexicans
student from GunderAngie Fernandez son,Another
are the minority and you need to
a junior named Angie Fernan1w.
hi
to
respond to these
know
de/. said. "Ile gave its motivation
things.’’ she said to the students.
yy hen they see stun like thatthat hi go to school, lie really put
After the workshop. Morales they can’t let it go...
things in in mind about going to
said of Latinos at her high school.
Student response was tit ii /41 for college and that we could do it if
"We’re the growing minority and the workshop. With rapt attemnin. we really us anted to do it.
it’s hard to he identified in a pla- the students listened especially doKline Me workshop. Fernandez
ce .where there’s nobody like set.) to liarajas, ready to laugh or had not thought of college as an
you .
cheer.
option tor her. especially because
" [hey call us thugs. she said.
"\\ e understood him - what het grades yyeren.t that good, she
ii
Our school is divided.’’
vu as trying to say Iii us." said said.
The one idea Morales vvan.e_ to
:,dta Ponce. a junior at Fremont
"I wasn’t linking about it. but
leave students with was "to let
i
School.
now I am. I could do it if I want
them knoW that the got to stop
I thought he us :I, DI y good. to.’ I crnandet said.

’He gave us
motivation to go
to

Raza: Speakers relate experiences
/
/
MEChA (Moy imiento Estudiantil
Chicano De A/dant reported. But
an additional 600 showed up.
according to ( iutierrer
Students expected to hear good
things. said Mike Cobarrubias,
community liaison tor Santa ’Feresa Iligh School. Fhey gathered
to heal esperiences ot 1.atinos md
their roles as community leaders.
lit said.

The vorkshops included Ilernandei. who informed students
.1hout the benefits of has mg more
Hispanics in the police force.
According to Hernandei. inthy idu.11s in jails learned to trust him hei,dist: 11C had "a brim n hate %% Inch made the inmates identify
us tilt
Ile advised students to stay in
sk him! and "he the hest they could
be.’
The number of Hispanics are ink.,
ng and those numbers will
continue to Increase with time.
sAid leo Cone/ a itinior in history.
,Ind political science.
"I lispamcs are considered to be
.1 sleeping giant." he said. "We
ale powerful. hut cannot conic together.
Corte/ moti ated students hy
advising them to he proud of their
heritage. "We come from ii
Mayas and Aztecs. powerful men
who created pyramids that will
stand toi a long time." he said.
Everyone in the room began to
clap as a sign of appoval and
proudness.
Carrillo presented students with
information on the political oppiir!unities available to them in government.
Ile advised students to find out
more about their council representatives and to he active in political
issues that affect their community..
As a policy analyst for Vice Mayor Blanca Alvarado he has
served as the "ghost who does research," he said.
Carrillo’s job is to inform Alvarado on issues that would affect the
conummuy "It is up to the students to see that things get done in
the community." he added.
"Your joh (the students)." he
said. "Is to find out who is your
elected of Itet al. and make him accountable lor his actions." Carrillo
said.
kith:anon i as stressed through -

Licamo
out Mt.
studies ie.R.-her at Yerha Buena
High School, said that students
could learn more by exposing
themselves to progrtuns like Ra/a
)ity
Hie purpose of Ra/.1 I )ay us us to
increase the awareness ol edur:.i

tion

speakers.
mg students
yy Ito ti,’ lust like them talk about
their eyperiences. according to Cothrough

guest

\kid kNIlops

baii
"I am here to learn more about
education...said Elisa Mendez. a
junior from Silver Creek High
School.
Romero had to get up at 5:30
.1 iii to he in school at 6:45 a.m.
toil attend the eent.
"It was
01111 it... she said. She learned
many things that us ill help her
choose the ctillege she will attend.
Router() said.

CONTESTANTS WANTED!
THE AMERICAN PETITE
BEAUTY 6 PAGEANT
,,, ,
TO) AMERICAN PETITE RE Ar T y

in a beauty pageant’, Well. not anymore,
Al.Pf ANT is the Only national competition ever created

$50,000 PRIZE PACKAGE! Including:

Entry Fleguirements
I) You must be under 55 tail
2) Between the ages of 15-213
3) SINGLE OR MARRIED.
r.rJr’r’irnlipeiriliin

1,151,1/.1I .

Nocolefte Raw
Mtss Arderrcan Pehte 1990

..for the June 3rd Pritnani at the:

Associatec1 Students
Business Office.

EARN TOP $
$1500.00 In One Week
Your group, a minimum of 6 people,
can earn up to $1500.00
by conducting on campus research.

COPY
2 1/2
5,000 Flyers for $90
20 Lb. White
Copy Impression

Apply Now!
Contact Dan at
(415) 964-1642 or (408) 287-9055

244-0460
gau’i3.15=1..teemiLi.

BE HEARD ON CAMPUS

VOTE

I/rdiaLt

IMP

ASSOCIATED STUDENTS
ELECTIONS

Short Term Commitments
Long Term Gains
I
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TEMPOIARY SERVICES.
PERFECT

Today and tomorrow
March 28 & 29
9:00 a.m. - 8:00 p.m.

(408) 171
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LIFE & THE
ARTS!
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DON’T MISS

TOMORROW

g ISTERTO VOTE

TO APPLY, Send a clear photo f any site) with your name
telephone 0 height weight
tirthdate and $2f
uti, Jr, ivali talon lee to THE AMERICAN PETITE BEAUTY
PAGEANT, Dept. CN, 59 Mal Pond Road. 2nd Floor. West
Motown, New Army 01424: phone (201) 990-9191W. .
review yoid photo and send you a written evaluidlor
111,11dy you, will also receive the rules and additional or
.
for your slate competition
’date winners will be flown to Orlando Florida for an
ell-expenee-paid, fully chaperoned pageant to be held in
December 1990 Don I miss out on what could be the most
exciting experience of your life -apply now
PHOTO DEADLINE: July It 1990.

Senn,.dcr 657 Town Sr ( iittliiti \
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"It felt great to danee, Gallardo said.
This is their lust performance in
the spring and they will continue hi
perrom) at any schools request for
a minimal fee.

The day Cattle to an end with the
performance ot "The Diplonuttic
Ms."
The high school students stood
Off the chairs and gathered around
to listen to the mous ;mowl song
about higher education
clapped
People cheeied
along with the perlormels
"We %%ant to promote education.
said .
and political :IN arClIess
Cristopher Melemido. al -al known
as "little man."
"We need to let the Raza know
that there are role models." he
added.

. 1,1,30),) talk snows (oil
* Appearances on nati,
winners have appeared ,,, ,,,,,Ais such as NEIC’s "Late
Night will, David Leitermarr
* A starring role in national I’k-vision and radio commercials * An international tour representing the Pageant A 510030
pelde designer wardrobe A dream Caribbean hot,
for Iwo
And much more’

140st 4 ’

in

Students at SJSU got a taste ot
three state dances f
Mexico
and Were exposed to a piece of act
from an Oak Grove High School
student at the ninth annual Raia
Day Monday.
Victor Juarei. a senior from Oak
Grove High School. Was awarded
S MO for his artistic representation
of the "Chicano Exchange in
America." which was the theme of
an an contest put on by the Chicano Resource Center.
"I’m glad I could use my talents
III promote unity." he said.
This is the second time the Chicano Resource Center gave students the opportunity to portray a
message with art.
Valerie Balderas, director ot
Fiesta Folklorica for Watsonville
high School demonstrated Mesi
can culture with folk dances from
the states of Campeche. Tamauli
pas. and Chihuahua in Mexico.
The movements represent the
freedom and pride of the culture.
she said.
The performers show their influence in the way and style they
dance. said Steve ’,at:arias. a
member (il. the folkloric() dance.
"We just want to let people
know what Mexico is all about."
he said.
lie said he wanted students to
know that Mexico is great and that
their heritage has a lot to offer.
"The dance is one of the reasons
to feel proud of our heritage," he
said.
Brenda Gallardo. a sophomore
from Watsonville High School and
a member of the dance trtttir.

teed with lacanas
She hopes people can appeciaic
the Mons they haw made and
help preserYe the Mexican culture.
The audience gave a standing
()Yahoo to the Chihuahua dance.
The women were dressed in brown
skirts and %Nit! blouses. The men
dressed in cowboy hoots and

FIT

I I

Polls located at the
Student Union, Clark Library,
and inside S.U.R.E.C.
Funded by

Associated

Students

DNESDAY, MARCH 28
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Weight loss business gets fat

Remembering the POWs
1r 14011.

the

1990

IA,

WASiiiNGTON IAPI

ing weight is a growing business,
and the $33 billion Americans
spent to shed pounds last yew
usually brought poor and sometimes life -threatening results. II
!louse subcommittee chairman and
staff charged
Rep. Ron Wsden. D-Ore.. said
federal agencies have tailed to provide adequate consumer protection
or guarantee medical safety in the
unregulated diet business -- including popular liquid diets.
"The result has been a tidal
wave of fake and misleading advertising in a field already awash
in gross over-promot
’ he
said.
Wyden was opening a hearing
today on the issue by his House
Small Business subcommittee on
regulation.
The panel was hearing testimony from alleged s ictims of liquid diets. They include former dieters who suffered gall bladder

mod
unit
med
It.0fl

said
Liss
he

the Federal Trade Commission,
planned to appear as well.
A subcommittee staff report on
the diet industry said that despite
optimistic claims, an estimated 90
percent of all dieters who lose 25
pounds in a diet program regain the
vi eight within two years.
It said Americans spent S33 billion on weight loss in 19149. onethird of it for diet clinics alone. It
cited a warning by the American
Medical Association that some diet
formulas could lead to complications and fatalities among dieters.
"The worrisome trend is away
Irian exercise and toward liquid
protein diets, sinually all of them
sponsored by physicians and hospitals, and so-called fast diets.
which ignore nutritional safety."
the report said.
Much of the growth in the industry has been due to heavy advertising, which the FTC has largely ignored. the report said.

’The result has
been a tidal wave
of false and
misleading
advertising in a
field already
awash in gross
over -promotion.’
Ron Wyden,
Rep. D-Ore,
damage as a result of the diet, and
the wife of one man whose brain
damage was attributed to diet -induced heart failure, subcommittee
staff director Steve Joining said.
Also testifying were officials of
the American Dietetic Association
and the American Board of Nutrition. Janet Steiger, chairwoman of

Seven Second Delay

Maguire 8t Mehallo
.-704

-All I wanted was Ihr other side of town I called with
other Phone Company’s’ and got sortie Kits in the South
eirdic "

’I told them Mal

I, (

I don I get Spiro Agnew

s.
"Sot called my company
to complatn "

Irn I use ATM

iold nit that I wasn’t using
AT&T and that I own too many
bananas I told them my bananas
were none of thew concern

2:av

Ill NIP
PUNKS FM CALLA%
OMER RAW Coml4VV"0
7105 IS 5Afb AGAER/
5PENCMJ6 .
/Jae het.

;
HELLO. You NAI/E-\)
&ACHED 771E 637-ayr
OF 59,004541Eal.

heircheek,,

DOEsN..
’’iljVYMORE

NOT Ion* ewer Noitt
hee hee.

Funhouse
Kelley Chinn

Air Force ROT(’ cadets Rob Derringer. left, an
aviation sophomore, and Tonne kaw-uh, a child
development junior, represent the thousands of

Aaron Malchow

I’LL HAVE k YFINE.TRAI
SLICE OF PIZZA WILL BE 10
AND A DIET COLA. MINUTES

Daily staff photographer

missing military personnel in Vietnam by sitting
in a bamboo cage outside the Student Union. A
vigil took place Tuesday- at the Spartan Memorial.

10 MINUTES! 10 MINUTES’ YEAH? 50,15
DO I LOOK LIKE 111
THERE A QUIZ
GOT 10 MINJTES1 I’LL
OR A TEST
BE LATE 10 CLASS!

HEY JIM! YO KATE! LET’S
MOVE IT PEOPLE! WE ’VE
A SITUATION! CODE RED!
LET’S GET THAT P1ZZ.A
E!

GOT

President to travel to Toronto for talks
WASHINGTON (API
PresiMe Blue Jays’ upponent will he
dent Bush will travel to Toronto on the Texas Rangers. the team of
April 10 for talks with Canadian which Bush’s oldest son. George
Prime Minister Brian Mulroney Walker Bush, is a part-ovimer.
and to attend the Toronto Blue Jays
White House press secretary
opening baseball game, the White Marlin Fit/water said Bush and
!louse said Tuesday.
Mulroney will meet "to discuss hi -

lateral and international issues of
mutual ink-lest. particularly the
changes hiking place in Europe."
"Thcs so ill also :mend the opening day game between the Toronto
Blue Jays and the Texas Rangers."
said Fit/water.

Classified
co

Classified
ASKING FOR YOUR VOTE to repreunt you, the students of SJSU
DAVID WILLIAM MYER II for AS

HOUSE condo 2 BR 2BA. Iwo
perking spaces Welles away
from SJSU $199 000
Triple.. 1 br I be units Near
dwntwn Willow Gen 8 lite rail

President ’90 I care about YOU
Write to 17475 Skyline Blvd Ion

Great location & rental 5255,000
Nina 8 Dawn 925-9899 Cornish 6

Gatos. Ca 95030 concerning
YOUR VIEWS
Finally a candidate who will rep-

Carey Reality

ANNOUNCEMENTS

resent student views. period’
AVOW..? Buy or sell Call Inc today
(local Avon Rep) 8 I will send a
book to your home or business’
Super

specials lor everyone
Share the book with family. coworkers 8 friends 8 receive up to
50% of/ on your own order, Thank
you Also, good part-time income
for the holidays Call JANE at 251.
5942
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY, Start your
own career with one of the fastest
growing businesses In the Bay
Area Please call 297-6403
KNOW WHO IS WILLING to pry for
your expertise knowledge in your
study field of interest or hobby
57 95 tells you where to go what
to ask for al local egencies who
will assist you free of charge
Please send check to HART Box
110266, Campbell Ca, 95008
PERSONAL LOANS up to 52500".
)Subject to credit approval) Call
FEDWASHINGTON
SQUARE
ERAL Credit Union et (4081 9477273.
DENTAL OPTICAL PLAN
Enroll now’ Save your teeth, eyes
and money. too Cleanings and
office visits at no charge For brochure see AS office (Student

STUDENT

Health Center) or call 1406)371(1611 in San Jos*
USS BOXER REUNION
Was your Father.
Granddad,
Uncle, Cousin. Brother or Friend
one of the 50,000 men who served
on the U S S Boxer CV217 If so
Wears havIng a reunion in Pens.
cola. Florida In Oct The dates are
1010 111h. 12th 5 13th For more
info call John Pigman at (4, Si
856-1497

Melted vehicles
from 5100 Fords. Mercedes Cor.
vettes, Cheyys Surplus Buyers
1 602-038-8085
Guide
Celt

ATTENTION -GOVT

eel A4250

82 PLYMOUTH CHAMP, Twin stick
runs greet needs body end interior work
tune-up and smog
$700 Call 272-1127 eves welds
AT 4 dr AM FM ca.
Witte excellent condition In A out
32395 or best offer Cell 44/1-8880

VW PAINT

COMPUTERS
INFERNO ABS
8411 300 1200 2400 baud Micro
losh A IBM libraries 25 phone
Ones multi user chat 14081 3953721 1408) 395-5378 1408) 9298035 14151 964-6081 1415) 858
11746

FOR SALE
FABULOUS

745-0900

HELP WANTED
STUDENTS’ Start to earn NOW with
my 7 book business kit. Real results Free Details E Henderson
Ste

ACCOUNTING ASSISTANT! Reconcile
accounts and make cells to customers Needed ASAP, flexible
hours Call 246-7555
A FREE GIFT just for calling.plus raise
up to St JOU in only 10 days Slu
dent groupseals 8! sororities
needed for marketing project on
your FREE
campus Foe details
GIFT Group officers cell 1-80076S-0472
EARN MONEY reading
books, 532.000 year income potential Details 111602-838-8885

DOWNTOWN

Eat BK4250
ATTENTION-HIRING. Gout lobs - your
wee 517 840469 465 Call 1-602838-8885 0,1144250
CAREER OPPORTUNITY
with growing retell company’"
Assistant mortager with raper,
enc. Westrninister Lace 2413800
AVAILPOSITIONS
ABLE" Full & part time perma.
nen% Ai summer positions Refer
enc. required Northern Calif
Nannies. 4546 El Camino Real

CHILDCARE

staff
CARE
COUNSELOR DIRECT
needed at local residential lath
ties tor young *duffs A adolescents with autism 8 related dose
Willies FT 8 PT positions avail
Starting $13.56 25 hr Call 11081

ASAP
EOE

5858 hr

Call

1.805-682 7555 est S 1067

faculty Call before May 31.1990 8
the 1st appointment is I 2 price
’Unwanted hair dIssappears
my carer" GWEN CHELGREN.
RE.. 5503500 164$ 3. Bascom
"HAIR
Campbell.
Ave,
MC.

OZONE DAMAGE, oil spills, ocean
dumping. font lust complain
fight back, CAMPAIGN CALIFORNIA has part time positions, evening hours. 58 hr Call 286-6113
PART TIME DAY
Public school teacher needed this
fall for high quality development.,
co-op public school in Willow
Glen Campbell area Call KELLY
at 377-1595 Application deadline
is April 9th
PERSONA is pert ol an INT L NETWORK with offices worldwide In
Its, Bey Area, were looking for
people interested in Sales. Acct
Engr AdmIn Support & Bilingual
English Japanese positions No
Fee, PERSONA.1408)453-0505
RELIEF COUNSELOR, evening shin,
tic program for emotionally dietressed adults Fop desirable in
Community
residential ffing
Living Sap 260-0811 G Hester.
RUSTY SCUPPER RESTAURANT Is
hiring" Food serve. and hostMonday -Friday
Apply
ess
2 30pm-5pm or cell 245-2911
Apply at 1235 Oakmead Pkwy
Sunnyvele
SECURITY OFFICERS
NEED CASH,
CAVE SECURITY is hiring tor full
end pert lime positions
All shifts evadable
CAVE SECURITY
1700 WYATT DR SANTA CLARA
Call 946-2253 6-4 PM for Into

FILES

throughout USA Exam problems
with professors own detailed soAvailable for 8 engi.
lutions
!leering courses, KIT Calculus,
DE, LA Gen 8 0-Chem. Physics.
etc 24 different books available al
Spartan Bookstore (downstairs)
Roberts Bookstore
EYE SPY en enchanted evening for
Iwo Remember. no neffer where
you go. there you are RSVP
CLOSE-UP
HAS ROMANCE GONE horn your 111e,
Now you can find love romance
or adventure as easily as picking
up your phone DIM 976-2002 to
hear an exciting messages from
quality people or you can record
your own message And with our
voice well service, you don’t ha
to leave your phone number on an
open line Call 1405) 988-2523 tor
tree details Call today’ Someone
is waiting to meal you’ 1408114151
toll if
only $2
976.2002 18
any
LOOKING FOR a woman who would
be willing to live 01111 a hand.
icepped men as a companion
Call otter 4 PIA. 298.2300

SECURITY OFFICERS
officers and messen
All shifts. Ft PT we win

THE COLLEGIATE DREAM -- 520-560
per hour part time A dream come
Cleerbrook of California
true
looking for marketing reps Call

HOUSING
FOR RENT large 7 bdrrn 2 bath, remodeled clean and que1 Security huilding oh street perking
laundry facilites, security an

Vacation Plan
interviews 8am to 4 per
Monday thru Friday
Apply VANGUARD
3212 Scoff Blvd
Santa Clara

EXPERIENCED HORSE RIDER’ Trade

cable hook-up
or 280) 5725
750 S 1 tth SI
5825 inn Cell 288-9157. John ni
Martha or plea. leave completr

Hance.

CALL LINDA TODAY for experienced.
professional Word processing
Theses term papers group pro
rects. etc All formals including

AAAH, Too many reports and eel
enough time RELAX and let ME
do the TYPING" Resumes, term
papers. theses, letters. etc Grad
A under -grad
cues weekends

Almaden Branahm
264-4504

& resumes
sv grammar,

Avellable

SERVICES

cessing-WordPertect 5 I posts
cript laser printer Close to campus
P U. del
rival
Student
discounts
EDP Services 2706014 EVELYN

RESEARCH SERVICES
Tutoring. consultation. billogre
phic materials, and editing services Final draught preparation
(415)841-5036

A BEAUTIFUL PAPER EVERY TIME!

ELECTROLYSIS CLINIC
Unwenied
hair removed forever by special.
Ist Confidential Your very own
probe 247.7488. 335 S Beywood

Wordprocessing to its fullest caspell
wily
Laser
printing,
checking. gramma check, ode
Mg powerful graphics Program

Ave . San Jose

for charts, graphs. slide*, overheads. and color too, Plus feel
turnaround end guaranteed work

TRAVEL

are

GLEN

area

LISA S TYPING 8
WORD PROCESSING SERVICE
14081984-5137
Term Papers Resumes
Theses
Personal Bus
Reports
Proposals
Fast.Expert.Dopendable
Night Saturdays Rush
Localed in the
Santa Clara San Jose Area
RESUMES-PLUS

more than ample
word processing A professional
writer provides creativity and innovation Low Set rates Call 578
5104 idler 5 PM

’SERVICING

YOUR WORD PRO.
CESSING and Graphics needs
Coll Kale al Technically Typing
(408) 281-0750
Term papers.

CAMPUS PICKUP AND DELIVERY All
typing
projects
Reasonable
prices. Cell Diane at 729-9039

Theses etc Laser printer Free
grammar spell puny check Reasonable rates, quick turnaround

COMPUTER FAST ACCUPATE near
Hamilton 8 Winchester
Cell

TYPING - WORD PROCESSING
TERM PAPERS - REPORTS

SHIRLEY at 379-35,9 S2 per page
minimum 5 pages
ARE YOU CONCERNED about your
grates, Of course you are A
neatly typed paper gets high.
grade Error -free papers impress
profs For this quality. cell WRITE.

THESES - RESUMES
TNT COMPUTER PROCESSING
(408) 972-1583
TYPING WORD

PROCESSING. fast
accurate. rethonable All types of
papers Spell checking end proof
reeding Same day SINVIOS Bny
247-8068 Santa Clara

TYPE ’-- (408)972-9430

ACADEMIC TYPING AT REASONABLE RATES - Need our hap?
Quellty and accurecy guarenleal
We’re fest, dependable, grammar.

EDITORIAL
SERVICES We -Peeps
need polishing, Get help from

swore, both college grads Specialty In Science arid all Engllah
sublecte fur Mete.. paws, no-

fail formats/ and Desktop Pub.
liaising (resumes. newsletters
fliers etc I Call PATRICIA In WIC -

Professional Tech Editor with
English Degree Word Processing

IMM

Call RAJU at

(408)238-8759

Will gladly mist
punctuation
and

Perfect A HPLaser Jail Considerable business experience and for.
WILLOW
ma English maw

Call now PAMELA al 948-3962.

WHERE DO YOU WANT 10 00’ Mee -

reasonable rates

Phone

sentence structure (knowledge.
be on Tumbler, APA 6 Campbell
forrnals) Equipment used Word

ABANDON THOSE FRUSTRATIONS!
Trust pro
Reports theses, resumes
letters
mailings. etc
Spell grammar check Wordpro

EDITORIAL

LETTER QUALITY REPORTS, thesiu.
etc are easy on professor. I en
grads Conscious graduate Very

CALL MRS MORTON at 266-9448 for
EDITING & WORD PROCESSING
of term papers reattach protects

days.
by spot Laser
printer Call ANNA - 972 4992

dent
nonsmoker
Caucasian
wanting children Cnnlact Todd
Anderson 05 S 6th St Apt 1
San Jose

PRECISION WORD PROCESSING’ 125
then Quality guaranteed Competitive rates Term papers tape
transcription resumes, theses.
legal papers. mailing lima. graph.
ice. etc Call 14081984-5203 today,

APA Laser printer Quick return
TrenscriptIon services available

’Ventura DTP WORDSTAR Pa
Scanning
.Graphic
Arts We proof all our work and
thew print 11! Call 923-3958

WIFE WANTED 71-30 loving tall stu

Ad Rates
Minimum three lines on
Three
Two
One
Days
Days
Day
3 I ines $430
$530 $580
4 Ines $530 $630
5680
St ines $630 $730 $7 70
$870
$825
6 Lines $120
Each Additional I ine Add $1 00

WORD

PROCESSING letter quality
printing. copies etc
CFCI1 IA
14081223.6102
Word
processing
$14 hr S2 50
page whichever is less’
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(Coun) approvmately 30 /elle rs and spaces for each &lel

one day
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$605
$705
$805
$895
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Days
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Each
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Day
$1 10
$1 30
id 45
$160

Semester Rates (All Issues)
5-9 ’,nes sss on 10.14 tines $77 00

1408) 948-1995, Mr Waggon,

WEEK1 V PAY
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
WF TRAIN YOU

professional dependable service

gerneker

we are having a reunion in Pens..
cols, Florida 10 001 The dates are
10th 111h, 12th 6 13th For more
info call John Pitman at 14151
656-1497

credit card tor you and your par
ents Call ANDY el 243-7830

punctuetion grernmar assistance
All work guaranteed’ Call PAM
247-2081.8 arnOpm for worryfree

thesis.

lishing and Design now for all
your word processing needs’ We
have eaporience in Wordperfeet

Was your
New Granddad
Uncle Cousin. Brother or Friend
one of the 50.000 men who served
on the U S S Bo.erCy2l’Ilso

published fare’ Purchase your
student discount card now, Also
ask about the TWA Getaway

ports group papers resumes. letters, theses, etc letter quality’ All
formats plus APA SPELCHEK

LOW GI. EN 14081 288.3688 leave
message)

Print Your Ad Here

Security

STUDENTS’ Start to earn NOW with
my 7 -book business al Real re.
sults Free details E Henderson
Publications 146 S 10th St . Ste

overheads
flthrs,

STUDENTS 8 PROFESSORS
call Picture Perfect Desktop Pub-

U S S BOXER REUNION

AIR FARE DISCOUNTS, TWA of.
tere SJSU students 10,, off any

AFFORDABLE AND EXPERIENCED
wordprocessing’ Term papers re-
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gem
train

Apply In person 24 hrs. 7
week ACUFACTS. Inc
days
260 Meridian Ave ,San Jose

Professors

from

resumes

015)9620801

more info about other activities
call Fattier Bolt Leger or Sister
Judy Ryan at 298-0204

pore. reeumes etc Free proofing disk storage 251-04.9

AAAAHA LOWER RATES 4 HIGHER
satisfaction’ Are you perfectionist when it comes to your reports

Call BRAINSTORM

COMMUNITY

NEWMAN
MASS Be Sunday evenings at
8:30 18.00 PM, Campus Christian
Center, 10th 8 Son Corlos For

EXAM

TYPING

Norb

Fern money lor your fraternity
sorority, club or business by sell log silk-screened 1 -Shirts with
your design or logo

TODAY GONE TOMORROW"
CATHOLIC

EAST HONE,’
lip to $7 00 in star,

All shifts available
Full lime and Part ilmn
Positions in Senta Chun Milpites
N San Joce
Medicel Dental

about activItk.s. call Rev
Firnhabor at 296-0204

2464555.

7. San Jose CA 65112

tor
HIRING
NOW
CRUISFSHIPS
spring. Christmas and nesi sum
nub breaks Many positions Cell

1408) 727-9793
PENT

promoting material II assist with
promotion presentation Needed

ATTENTION

448-3953

TRUCKS 4 -wheelers
TV’s stereos furniture uorrrpur
era by DEA FBI !RS and U 5 curt
toms Available your area now
Call 1 -805-682-7555. eat C-1255

SEIZED CARS

S3

Desks 574, dm ssssss 579, chests
$46, bed -frames. delivery" (415)

suite V. Los Altos, 1415) 949-2933

AUTOMOTIVE

St . JAPANTOWN Call 998-9711
end ask for JOANNE
MARKETING ASSISTANT, Assist with

MATTRESS SETS" BEDS" NEW,
Twin set 579 full eel 589 queen
set 5139 king set 5179 For both
pieces’ Bunkbeds 599 Day beds
599 5 pc bedroom set $199

Publications, 146 S 10th St
7. San Jose. Ca 95112

KITCHEN HELPER WANTED MINATO
Japanese Reslaurant. 617 N 6th

Campus Christian Center. 10111
San Carlos For more Information

move your unwanted hair tchin
bikini.tummycnoustachebackelc I15% discount to students A

Europe.

United
Stales, Call for low air
Personalized service Arlene 9973847

LUTHERAN CAMPUS WORSHIP every
SUNDAY morning al ISIS AM al

riding privilegeds for grooming,
288-8718 dsys 267-3817 eves

Hawaii

15 Plus Lines $99 00
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Phone 924-3277
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carport

message
OFFICES 4 rent 1 7 block from SJSU
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cheap’ Call 269 1610
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Keeping a close guard

IFC: Cronin surrenders presidency
roils pagt /
controversy surrounding the Pike
calendar. its unsatisfactory academic performance and its probauniversity
the
by
tion
according to Cronin.
The suspension stemmed from
the calendar, according to Bill
Analla. treasurer of Pi Kappa
Alpha.
jhe calendar was barely the tip
of the iceberg in terms of their behavior." according to Samuel
Henry. assistant dean of Students
Services, who is in charge of all
student disciplinary actions.
Students Services, which is in
charge of all university -recognized
groups on campus. had put the fraternity on notice for a number of
incidents. according to Henry.
There had been a number of reports pertaining to the Pikes behavior in the past few months.
Henry said.
They were given a deadline of
Jan. 31 to submit a written plan to
Students Services as to how they
could alleviate all of the negative
reports.
The deadline was ignored and
they automatically forfeited one of
the sanctions agreed upon by Pi
Kappa Alpha and Students Services. according to Henry. The

Sam turns i ii luded ma he tug able
to participate in intramural snorts
and not being able to participate in
social eVe111%.
The Pukes were exempt from
participating in the intramural
sports program and the sanction
was lifted once they turned in the
policy.
Shortly after that incident. in
early March. Henry said that he received a ph c call front Pi Kappa
Alpha nationals in regards to taking action against the house.
"Given the nature of the present
suspension of Pi Kappa Alpha. future action by this office will he reviewed when Pi Kappa Alpha national has completed its action."
read a statement released by Students Services today.
Houston believes that one of the
Pikes’ problems stems from them
changing leadership every semester. Contrary to other fraternities
on campus. the Pikes install a new
executive hoard every semester.
according to Houston.
The Pikes’ nationals refuse to
comment on the suspension until
the fraternity members have been
notified in writing of what the suspension entails, which is expected
sometime within the week.
The Pike house is "no longer a

Nit of this university . C 1011111
said.
The fraternity will no longer he
eligible to participate in IR. intramural sports. Greek Week or any
other university sanctioned activities.
"We will be on campus next semester without a doubt." Attalla
said.
All of the active members have
been placed on alumni status and
will he interviewed in May by national representatives, according to
Houston.
"They will clean up odds and
ends within the house." Cronin
said.
Members will be notified shortly
thereafter it they are to return next
semester as active members or will
he placed on alumni status permanently.
"The office of the Dean of Students Services supports and applauds the action of Pi Kappa
Alpha nationals," Henry said.

Burger
I was page I

pie. second only to the U.S.S.R.."
he added. "Its 80 million population would be the largest west of
the U.S.S.R, and its gross national
product would be greater than Britain and France combined."
Burger conjectured that these
possiblities have made Americans
afraid of the economic power of
to the Justice Department. he said.
reunification which was not forSeidman, in testimony to the seen by those who wanted to unite
House Banking Committee, said them a few months ago.
the failure of Miami -based Cen"The only weapon that seems
Trust. Florida’s largest S&L. will viable today is your economic
cost taxpayers "probably in excess power. not the military power,"
of $2 billion."
Burger said. "It is insane that a
CenTrust. which spent millions country (U.S.) spends millions on
of dollars on yachts, limousines. defense. The Japanese and Gei
fine art, gold-plated toilets and mans, supposedly the losers of
other luxuries, was seized by the World War II, have understood
government Feb. 2. It made few that."
residential mortgages and specialBurger, looking to the past.
ized in junk bond investing, many mentioned the fact that none of the
underwritten by Drexel Burnham empires that were imposed upon
Lambert Inc.
the people lasted very long.
Rep. Chalmers Wylie of Ohio.
"In the age of enlightenment,
the ranking Republican on the philosophers such as Voltaire were
Banking Committee, released a list calling themselves citizens of the
of Paul’s political contacts, which world, not Frenchmen." he said.
included a luncheon with former "They saw unification of the counPresident Carter in June 1988.
tries as the key."

Federal ’fraud squad’ team
examines donation by thrift
WASHINGTON (API The
government is examining $328,000 in political donations by the
chairman of a failed Florida thrift,
Ken Wong Special to the Daily
while a top regulator says the instiCathy Silverman gets a hug f
Janette Foster at tier escape techniques used when a lifeguard is at tution’s failure could rival the $2.5
the Spartan C pies indour pout while they mile- tacked for their lifeguard Training (lass.
billion collapse of Lincoln Savings
and Loan Association.
A "fraud squad" of federal examiners is investigating the legality of contributions from CenTrust
protesters, who encircled people hospital jacket and called himself Savings Bank Chairman David L.
SAN Q1LNI1N. (alit. (AP)
an
emergency
room
consultant
to
priests
taking turns sitting in a chair symSeveral Roman Catholic
Paul to state and national poliand laymen from around the state bolic of one of the two chairs in the several hospitals. described the last ticians, said L. William Seidman,
moments as " ... Minutes of agony head of the Federal Deposit Insurjoined a demonstration outside the gas chamber.
’It will take several minutes for ... convulsions ..."
inain gate of San Quentin Prison
ance Corp. and the Resolution
At least four demonstrators were Trust Corp.
and petitioned Gov. Deukmejian to this person to die." said Dr. Howhalt the April 3 execution of Rob- ard G. Kornfeld. of Mill Valley. arrested while protesting the
The propriety of meetings besomberly recited what he thought scheduled execution.
ert Alton Harris.
tween Paul and politicians and regSome 75 people were gathered ulators also is being examined’,
"Dismantle the Gas Chamber happened to a person inhaling cyat the prison’s east gate Tuesday Seidman said Monday. Any evi... Atrocity. Atrocity . . Don’t Kill anide fumes.
Kornield. who wore a white morning.
For Me .... read signs carried by
dence of wrongdoing will be given

Priest and laymen join anti-execution protest for Harris

Wherever you are, whatever you are doing
on Tuesday, April 3 at 10 a.m.
Duck, Cover and Hold for 30 seconds, then Evacuate!
On April 3 San Jose State University joins thousands of other public and private schools
and colleges, state agencies, organizations and businesses in kicking off California
Earthquake Preparedness Month. When you hear the alarm in your building...

1

DUCK

COVER

HOLD

DUCK or drop down to the floor

Take COVER under a sturdy desk.
table or other furniture. If that is not
possible. seek COVER against an
interior wall and protect your head and
neck with your arms. Avoid danger
spots near windows, hanging objects,
mirrors or tall furniture.

If you take cover under a sturdy piece
of furniture. HOLD on to it and be
prepared to move with it. HOLD the
position until the ground stops shaking
and it is safe to move.

...then evacuate to your designated assembly area.
Please...
Follow the directions of Building Emergency Team and
Public Safety Personnel.
Take your personal possessions with you do not
leave purses, backpacks or books in your classroom.
Return to your classroom as soon as your
Building Emergency Team coordinator instructs you to do so.
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Department of Public Safety Emergency Preparedness Program
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